May Prayer Diary continued

Prayer Diary May 2022
Dear Friends,
We have prepared this prayer diary as a tool to guide us through the
month, highlighting local and relevant topics for prayer. We hope that
you will find these prayer themes useful and that, as we pray, we will
feel connected to one another in Jesus’ name.
“Rejoice in hope, be patient in trouble and constant in prayer.”
Romans 12v12
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For the choir & music group leading our worship
For those preparing for and taking exams
For volunteer workers who care for the vulnerable in our
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community
Pray with Scripture Union Pakistan for the ongoing ministry
Wed 4 to children and young people, and for planning of Summer
Vacation Bible Schools
For those waiting for operations and specialist health
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appointments
For the right events & venues to be planned for our Seeds
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of Faith mission
Sat 7 For families who are struggling financially
For the on-line congregation to feel included and part of the
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church
For the Explorer group run in St. Lawrence school; may
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they come to faith in Jesus
For the Working for Well-being group to reach those in
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need.
Gabriel Parra (in Chile) asks for prayer ‘that God will to
Wed 11 bring new believers and possibilities to the new church in
Playa Ancha, Valparaíso’
For wisdom, energy & strength for the Lechlade doctors’
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surgery staff
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For boldness to share our faith with family, friends and
neighbours
For the house-bound and those with physical disability
For forgiveness and unity to flow in our fellowship
For young people suffering with mental health issues
For Christians Against Poverty
Harrison Mungai asks prayer for the building of the second
phase of iServe Training Centre Project - that they may
have the provision to complete this work
For local hospitals still trying to deal with the backlog of
appointments
For the availability of speakers for the seeds of Faith
mission
For safety in our neighbourhoods and for those feeling
vulnerable
For our Vicar and Curate as they plan sermons and
teaching programmes
For refugee children and young people who feel insecure
and anxious
For continued support and help for food banks
Dornakal - Pray for the setting up of a new Bible College
for an initial cohort of 20 Evangelists and their spouses
For those known to us who are unwell at this time.
For the sunflower seeds given out to the parish: may they
be an encouragement, reminder & create enthusiasm for
the Seeds of Faith mission.
For those seeking employment
Ask The Holy Spirit to fill us with courage & perseverance
in our faith & prayers.
For those missing school or education due to ill health or
other circumstances.
For new businesses in Lechlade and for honest trading for
all.

